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Fantail Fish



Golden Fish, fantail, or goldfish is one of the classic types 
of aquariums. It is an easy-to-bred fish that can withstand 
low temperatures. Fantile is found in shiny and scalloped 
colours or matte colours such as reddish-orange and 
speckled or whitish.

Fish ponds in 
Silwana Diamond 
Agricultural Project



This type of fish is characterized
by a fan-tail, so the tail fin is slightly divided
and of medium length.

It is easy to raise.

It feeds on animal and vegetable food.

Its length ranges between 20: 35 cm.

Origin: China, Japan, Asia.

Characteristics of 
the thickness of the Fantail



Volume: 110 litters.
pH: From 6.5: 7.5
Water: fresh, with plants and rocks
It needs strong light. 
The water temperature is from 18 to 24 degrees Celsius, so 
the room temperature is somewhat suitable for it. 
There must be a purification system for the aquarium to 
purify the water.

Specifications of 
the aquarium for the breeding 

of Fantail fish
in the Silwana Diamond 

Agricultural Project



The care of this species is very easy because it is very 
peaceful and also swims in a medium level of the pond.

It is able to live in a basin of only 10 litters of water, but it 
is preferable that the volume of the tank be 40 litters or 
more

It is hatched starting from its second year, so the 

female’s abdomen swells significantly and noticeably, 
and this is evidence of its fullness with eggs, and the 
fish is still and approaches the bottom.

Increasing the lighting allocated to the basins.

Providing live worms, provided that it is a basic meal on 

a daily basis, and providing three meals a day.

Changing the temperature so that it increases slightly, 
ranging between 15: 25 so that it does not exceed 30 
degrees Celsius.

The aquarium must be prepared so that a loose fibre is 
placed, for example, in order for the eggs to slip through 
it and be far from the fish.

After the eggs are released, the fish are transferred to 
another tank, preferably three males for each female, 
provided that the amount of water is small, approxi-
mately 10 cm above the net for the eggs to slide.

Hatchery of the 
Fantail in  Silwana Diamond
Agricultural ponds:



The location 
of  the Fantail 
Aquariums 
in the 
Silwana Diamond 
Agricultural Project:

The Egyptian  
Arabic Republic

Wadi Al-Natrun
ADCO



The project in 
numbers

The Number Of Acres

The number of 
Seed per acre

Total Number Of Fries

Harvest Time

Price Per Kilo

Number Of Ponds

Fattening Cycle

Selling Weight

237 acres

100,000 Fries

23,700,000

September-
October

7 EGP per Fish

237 Basins

4 months

20 grams



Thank You


